PDI Point of Sale

State-of-the-art, intuitive, and reliable technology at your fingertips

Serve your customers anywhere across all store profit centers

PDI Point of Sale (POS) is designed to support convenience, fuel, and foodservice operations on a single, modern technology platform. The solution supports a wide variety of complex transaction types and decreases employee training time while increasing customer throughput with its intuitive user interface. Improve store profitability through prompted upselling, leverage robust management tools to prevent fraud, and provide exceptional customer experiences. PDI gives you all this in one mobile platform with powerful, industry-specific integrations.

Promotions and Upselling Prompts
Centralized and Local Configuration
Real-Time Sales, Profit, and Margin Reports
Always-On Architecture

An integrated platform
Easily combine the POS and back office software in one end-to-end solution to gain full control of your business
Features and benefits at a glance

- Support for convenience, fuel, and complex foodservice transactions in one system
- Robust promotions and upsell prompts for driving up basket spend
- Connectivity to all types of fuel dispensers to speed up check-out and increase customer satisfaction
- Dynamic alerting (e.g., in drive-off situations) for reduced cost risk
- Real-time updates of sales, pricing, stock, staff rotation, and time and attendance
- Differential pricing, invoicing, payment terms, discounts, and point redemption for strategic customer engagement
- Integration to payment terminals to prevent double-entry errors and ensure sales totals link through to the customer’s card transaction for streamlined reconciliation
- Ability to transfer stock among store and warehouses and track stock in transit to prevent spoilage and ensure perpetual inventory availability
- Serial tracked vouchers and gift cards issued directly from the POS for convenient revenue increase
- Clock-in and clock-out function located before the login screen to accommodate staff without authority to use the POS

Seamless integrations and flexible APIs

- Payment terminals: indoor/outdoor
- Forecourt controllers
- Fuel dispensers
- Automatic Tank Gauges (ATG)
- Security systems
- Digital signage
- E-commerce
- Handheld site assistants
- Cash management systems
- Other IoT devices